
Example of Symbols: "USGAu indicates decIsion by the United States Golf Association. "R & AU indio
cates decision by the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews. Scotland. "60-1" means the first
decision issued in 1960. "n" means definition. "R. 37-7" refers to Section 7 of Rule 37 in the 1960
Rules of Golf.

BALL MOVED:
COMING TO REST OUT OF BOUNDS

USGA 60-13
D. 21, R. 27-1d, 29-1

Q: In stroke play, a competitor's ball
is lying on a steep slope near the course
boundary. As h~ addresses the ball, he
accidentally moves it, and due to the
steep slope the ball rolls out of bounds .

What is the correct procedure in such
a case, and what, if any, penalties does
the competitor incur?

A: Rule 27-1d provides that a ball
moved accidentally by the player after he
addJl'(~ssesit "shall be played as it lies"
after a penalty of one stroke. If a ball so
moved rolls out of bounds, it is on
ground on which play is prohibited (De-
finUion 21) and the player's only re-
comr'se is to accept a one-stroke penalty
under Rule 27-1d and proceed under Rule
29-1 for a ball out of bounds.

It is not necessary that a ball out of
bounds shall have been sent there by a
stroke in order to proceed under Rule
29-1. The Rule provides: "He shall play
his next stroke as nearly as possible at
the spot from which the original ball was
played or moved by him."

LOOSE IMPEDIMENTS:
"SOLIDLY EMBEDDED" DEFINED

USGA 60-12
D. 17, R. 18-1, 31-2, 37-7

Ql: Definition 17-What is the exact
meaning of "and includes stones not
solidly embedded?" Some say that a stone
partially embedded may not be moved

. regardless of how small it may be or how
easily it might be picked up. How about
stones the size of watermelons which
clearly rest on top of the ground, but can
only be moved with much effort. May
they be moved?

Al: The words "solidly embedded"
should be taken literally. If a stone is
only partially embedded and may be
picked up with ease, it is a loose impedi-
ment. Where there is doubt as to whether
a stone is solidly embedded, to avoid
questions being raised we recommend
that it not be removed unless a ruling is
obtained. The size of a stone is of no con-
sequence. Under Rule 18-1, the player
may remove stones (not solidly embed-
ded) of any size, provided he has regard
for Rule 37-7 concerning undue delay in
play.
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BALL LOST: WHEN FIVE MINUTE
SEARCH NOT REQUIRED

60-16
29-1b
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ON LIP OF HOLE:
KNOCKED INTO CUP BY BLOWING
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DAMAGE TO PUTTING GREEN:
FILLING WITH SAND PROHIBITED
Q.2: Rule 35-1c: In each caddie
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RULE: ON
BEFORE STROKE PLAY

USGA 60-14
L.

DROPPED BALL:
BEFORE PLAYING

Q:
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MRS. ELIZABETH HANNA
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(when golf year~round).

~Section 14-1of The Conduct of Women's
Golf indicates that scores to be accept-
able should be made under the
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cates the conditions when scores
under "preferred lies" or "winter rules"
are acceptable. TherE~fore,
certain the
Golf cannot

NO HANDICAPPING
IN CLOSED SEASON

USGA Decision
4~1and 13
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